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Abstract: Teleoperation systems that use Internet as communication channel must deal with varying time delays. In
these situations, the system can become unstable due to the irregular variations of the time delay. In this
paper, a control method of teleoperation systems that we presented considering constant time delays is applied
to control a teleoperation system with varying time delays. The control gains obtained with a constant time
delay can be used to control the teleoperation system with varying time delays because of the control method
robustness. Experimental results are presented to illustrate the validity of the method.

1 INTRODUCTION

In a teleoperation system, the human operator con-
trols the master manipulator to achieve that the slave
manipulator performs a remote task. In a bilateral sys-
tem, to improve the task performance, the interaction
force of the slave with the environment is reflected to
the operator. The existence of time delays in the infor-
mation transmission between the local and remote en-
vironment can destabilize bilateral teleoperation sys-
tems.

In traditional teleoperation systems, private trans-
mission media are used to perform the master – slave
communication. In these cases, a constant time delay
is assumable. Different teleoperation control systems
can be found in the literature to overcome the constant
time delay problem (Arcara and Melchiorri, 2002).

The evolution of computer networks, as Internet,
has powered to consider this media as communica-
tion channel in teleoperation systems. However, in
this media the communication time delay is not con-
stant, but it varies depending of the network traffic.
It is possible that bilateral control systems designed
considering a constant time delay would be destabi-
lized when varying time delays appear (Kosuge et al.,
1996). Several control systems have been proposed
in teleoperation with varying time delay: (Kosuge
et al., 1996), (Oboe and Fiorini, 1997), (Chopra et al.,
2003), etc.

In (Azorı́n et al., 2003a) we have proposed a new

design and control method of bilateral systems with
constant time delay. This method allows that the slave
manipulator follows the master in spite of the time
delay by means of the state convergence between the
master and the slave. The method is able also to es-
tablish the desired dynamics of this convergence and
the dynamics of the slave manipulator. In this paper,
the control method through state convergence is used
when varying time delays exist in the communication
channel. A constant time delay is considered to ob-
tain the control gains of the system. However these
control gains are applied to control the system when
there are varying time delays. Experimental results
show the validity of the method.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the design and control method of the teleoper-
ation system considering a constant time delay. The
experiments carried out with this control method with
varying time delays are presented in Section 3. Fi-
nally, Section 4 summarizes the conclusions of the
paper.

2 DESIGN AND CONTROL
METHOD OF THE
TELEOPERATION SYSTEM

In this section the modelling of the teleoperation sys-
tem and the control method considering a constant
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time delay is summarized. For more details see
(Azorı́n et al., 2003a). The teleoperation system with
time delay has been modelled in the state space and
it has been controlled through state convergence. The
control method allows that the slave follows the mas-
ter in spite of time delay. Also it allows to establish
the dynamics of the slave and the dynamics of the
master - slave error.

2.1 Modelling of the Teleoperation
System

The teleoperation system has been modelled in the
state space. It has been considered a simplified linear
model of one dof for the master and the slave. The
representation in the state space of the master select-
ing as state variables the position (x1(t) = θ(t)) and
the velocity (x2(t) = θ̇(t)) is:[

ẋm1(t)
ẋm2(t)

]
=

[
0 1
0 − bm

Jm

] [
xm1(t)
xm2(t)

]
+

+
[

0
1

Jm

]
um(t) (1)

ym(t) = [ 1 0 ]
[

xm1(t)
xm2(t)

]
(2)

where Jm and bm are, respectively, the inertia and the
viscous friction coefficient of the master. The repre-
sentation of the slave is analogous.

All possible interactions that could appear in
the operator-master-slave-environment set have been
considered, see Figure 1, where:

• Am, Bm and Cm are the matrices that model the
master.

• As, Bs and Cs are the matrices that model the
slave.

• Fm represents the force that the operator applies in
the master.

• um and us are, respectively, the master and the
slave control signals.

• Rm = [ rm1 rm2 ] allows modelling the force
reflection to the master.

• G2 = g2, Rs = [ rs1 rs2 ], Km =
[ km1 km2 ], and Ks = [ ks1 ks2 ] are con-
trol gains to obtain.

• Delay represents a constant time delay of T sec-
onds.

The structure of the matrix Ks to incorporate the
interaction of the slave with the environment in the
modelling must be:

Ks =
[

ḱs1 − ke ḱs2 − be

]
(3)
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Figure 1: Modelling of the teleoperation system with time
delay.

where ke and be are, respectively, the stiffness and the
viscous friction of the environment. In this way the
reaction force of the slave with the environment,

fs(t) = keθs(t) + beθ̇s(t) (4)

will oppose to the slave control signal. To consider
force feedback from the slave to the master, the struc-
ture of the matrix Rm must be:

Rm = [ rm1 rm2 ] = [ kfke kfbe ] (5)

where kf is the force feedback gain.

2.2 Control Method through State
Convergence

From the model shown in Figure 1, it could be ob-
served that the master control signal, um(t), and the
slave control signal, us(t), are respectively:

um(t) = Kmxm(t) + Rmxs(t − T ) + Fm(t) (6)

us(t) = Ksxs(t)+Rsxm(t−T )+G2Fm(t−T ) (7)

Considering that the characteristic polynomial
wished of the slave and the error would be, respec-
tively, p(s) = s2 +p1s+p0 and q(s) = s2 +q1s+q0,
the control parameters are obtained solving the fol-
lowing equations system:

Jmg2 − Trs2 − Js + Tg2rm2 = 0 (8)
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Jmks1 − Trm1rs2 − Jsrm1 + Trm2ks1+
+Jmrs1 − Trs2km1 + Trm2rs1 = 0 (9)

T 2rs2rm1 + Jm(ks2 − bs) − Trs2rm2 −
−Jsrm2 + JsTrm1 + Trm2(ks2 − bs) +
+Jm(rs2 − Trs1) − Trs2(km2 − bm) − (10)

−T 2rm2rs1 − Js(km2 − bm) + Trm2rs2 = 0

Jmks1 − Trm1rs2 + Jmrs1 − Trs2km1

JsJm − T 2rs2rm2
= −p0

(11)
np

JsJm − T 2rs2rm2
= −p1 (12)

Jskm1 − Trm2rs1 − Jmrs1 + Trs2km1

JsJm − T 2rs2rm2
= −q0

(13)
nq

JsJm − T 2rs2rm2
= −q1 (14)

where:

np = T 2rs2rm1 + Jm(ks2 − bs) − Trm2rs2 +
+Jm(rs2 − Trs1) − Trs2(km2 − bm) (15)

nq = T 2rm2rs1 + Js(km2 − bm) − Trm2rs2 −
−Jm(rs2 − Trs1) + Trs2(km2 − bm) (16)

Therefore to obtain the control gains of the tele-
operation system shown in Figure 1 only these seven
equations must be solved.

2.3 Varying Time Delays

The control method presented in this section consid-
ers a constant time delay in the communication chan-
nel. This control method is robust to the uncertainty
of the design time delay (Azorı́n et al., 2003b). So the
control method allows successfully to control the tele-
operation system in spite of that the communication
time delay would be different to the design time delay.
When there are varying time delays, the communica-
tion time delay in each moment can be different of
the design time delay. However, the control gains ob-
tained considering a constant time delay can be used
to control the teleoperation system when varying time
delays appear because of the control method robust-
ness.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested the control method with varying time
delays using the experimental platform shown in Fig-
ure 2. This platform consists of a master and a slave
of one dof. Both manipulators are driven by Pre-
motec brushless DC motors. These motors provide

Figure 2: Experimental teleoperation system of one dof.

the joint velocities using tachometers. The joint an-
gles are detected by Spectrol potentiometers. The
controller has been implemented on the computer us-
ing the Matlab/Simulink real time toolbox. A sim-
ple time of 0.01s has been used. The I/O interface
utilized between the controller and the experimental
platform has been a National Instruments 6024E card.
To simulate that Internet is used as transmission chan-
nel between the local and remote environment, a ran-
dom time delay lesser than 1 s has been generated in
the communication between the master and the slave.
However, a constant time delay of 0.1 s has been con-
sidered to design the control system.

It has been explained previously that the slave is
driven by a brushless DC motor. In this case the slave
torque is proportional to the current intensity of the
motor armature. So the contact force of the slave
with the environment (fs(t)) can be obtained from the
slave motor intensity.

To calculate the slave control signal it is necessary
to know the operator force applied over the master
(Fm(t)). In the experimental setup there is not any
force sensor. For this reason the operator force has
been calculated as a spring force:

Fm(t) = kopθm(t) (17)

where kop = 100Nm/rad.
The experiment performed consists of guiding the

slave against a sponge until that the slave can not ad-
vance more due to the environment reaction force.
The parameters that model this environment are: ke =
20Nm/rad and be = 0Nm/(rad/s).

Figure 3 shows the position of the teleoperation
system when varying time delays exist. It can be ob-
served that the slave follows the master in spite of the
time delays until that the slave can not advance be-
cause of the interaction with the environment.
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Figure 3: Master and slave position obtained experimen-
tally.
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Figure 4: Operator force (top part) and master control signal
(bottom part).

In Figure 4 the operator force (top part) and the
master control signal (bottom part) are shown. It can
be observed that the master control signal opposites
the operator force. In this way the operator feels the
force exerted by the slave in the remote environment,
and the slave advance is stopped.

Figure 5 shows the slave control signal (top part)
and the force reaction of the slave with the envi-
ronment (bottom part). In this figure it can be ob-
served that as a bigger control action is applied over
the slave, bigger values of the reaction force are pro-
duced. These values correspond to the instants when
the slave can not advance more due to the environ-
ment opposition, and the operator continues applying
its force over the master to achieve the slave advance.

As it has been shown in this section, the control
method through state convergence can be used when
varying time delays exist in the communication chan-
nel in spite of considering a constant time delay to
obtain the control gains.
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Figure 5: Slave control signal (top part) and reaction force
of the slave with the environment (bottom part).

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a design and control method that we
presented to control teleoperation systems with con-
stant time delays is used to control teleoperation sys-
tems with varying time delays. To obtain the control
gains a constant time delay is considered. However
these control gains can be used when varying time
delays appear due to the control method robustness.
The control method has been verified experimentally
in a teleoperation system of one dof. Our future work
will be to study the asymptotic stability of the system
when there are varying time delays.
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